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Word Embedding Compression
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1. Define a new measure of compression quality.
2. Prove generalization bounds using this measure.
3. Show strong empirical correlation w. downstream performance.
4. Use measure to select compressed embeddings.

Up to 2x lower selection error rates than the next best measure.
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**Observation:** Predictions are determined by data matrix’s *left singular vectors*.
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- Embed. matrix
- Singular Value Decomposition
- Regression label $Y$
- Project $y$ onto span of *left singular vectors*
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**Intuition:**
Measures similarity between the span of *left singular vectors.*

$$\text{EOS}(d, \cdot) = \frac{1}{d} \left\| F \right\|_2^2$$
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Theorem (informal): Expected difference in test mean-squared error attained by compressed vs. uncompressed embeddings is determined by EOS.

Higher EOS \rightarrow Better downstream performance
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EOS attains **strong correlation** with downstream **model accuracy**.

Higher accuracy

Higher quality

---
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EOS attains \textit{up to 2x lower selection} error rates than 2\textsuperscript{nd} best.
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